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BACKGROUND:

With reference to Prof. Eric Rasmusen, Indiana,- and his very interesting and well -

argumentativearticle- "Notes of the Divine Name", dated march 22-2008, which gave me
inspiration to generate some comments on the above topic.

THE ARTICLE:

Prof. Rasmusen came up on his first page with the following assertion or allegation:

"Despite the consensus, the evidence for "Yahweh" as the original pronunciation is

exceedingly weak."

This is "the consensus" or "the established truth" during many decades among theologians,

hebraistic linguistic science and scholars, but not all.After a serious searching-work during
more than 35 years, of course with more or less intensity, I do agree in the above

conclusion by Prof. Rasmusen. He is right! Why?

As many other topics in this world today, there are a lot of "circular opinions". "Circular
opinions" are made up by "circular arguments", which rarely have their roots in facts or the
truth. The above quoted conclusion about the pronunciation of the Divine Name, the

Tetragram, is one of them.

In a lot of biblical Hebrew grammarbooks, we find the same "circular" conclusion, very often

without heavyweighty arguments.When we are talking about the Hebrew Tetragram (From

Greek: tetra: four, grammar: letters) which we find 6828 places in the Hebrew Scriptures or

Old Testament (OT), according to Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS), ifs important to
distinguish between "translation" and "transliteration".

Translation means "to transfer thoughts" from one language to another. Transliteration

means: transfering of a phonetic construction (sound) from one language to another. One

ex.:

The Hebrew, wellknown, word 1)0 7^ =amen, has been transliterated to many
languages as "amen". Ifwe want to translate this word, it must be: truly, true- from the

Hebrew word J} f) >£ =emeth= truth.

THE TETRAGRAM:

When we are looking at the Tetragram, it is a consonantal construction which seems to be

more than a twosyllable ( phonetic) construction: 7\l 7) * =YHWH/ YHVH. This is not in
favor of the pronunciation "Yahweh", which have two. More of this later. The Tetragram has
the signs of a Hebrew "yiqtol"- imperfectum of the verb hawah or hayah. In Hebrew there is
very little difference between /"\ f p) - hawah and 7*1 rn -hayah. Hawah seems to be
an older form than hayah.

THE PRONUNCIATION OF THE TETRAGRAM:
















